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Abstract
Homophone disambiguation is a very important natural lan-

guage processing task in any language. It is for example an
essential prerequisite for effective machine translation and an
important component of a grammar checker. In this paper we
describe two different approaches to homophone disambigua-
tion in Afrikaans, namely a frequency-based and a decision tree-
based approach. We describe the data requirements and opera-
tion of the two methods. We also compare the two methods on
the basis of the results obtained from evaluation on the same
evaluation data set. We conclude that the frequency-based ap-
proach is currently more suitable for implementation in a gram-
mar checker, despite the fact that the decision tree-based ap-
proach obtains a higher recall figure.

1. Introduction
”Waterkloof se eerste span het die lood [sic] gewen en eerste
gekolf. (Waterkloof’s first team won the lead [sic] and batted
first.) The above sentence was obtained from the Afrikaans
Newspaper, ”Beeld”, of 16 September 2008 [1]. This is an
example of a sentence that contains a homophone that has been
used incorrectly, since the word ”lood” (lead) has not been used
in the correct context. The correct word choice would have been
to use the word ”loot” (toss) which means to flip coins in order
to decide about an issue [2].

Incorrect usage of homophones is unfortunately a very
common problem in written work and is not only restricted to
Afrikaans. The origin of the problem is that homophone words
like ”loot” and ”lood” sound very similar when pronounced
and have similar spelling, although the meanings and origin of
the two words are completely different.

A spelling checker for Afrikaans, like that of CTexT [3],
will however not be able to detect homophone errors. The rea-
son for this is that all the words in the sentence are spelt cor-
rectly, despite the fact that the homophone word is not used in
the correct context. The spelling checker only evaluates surface
forms of words and cannot flag grammatical errors [4].

CTexT is currently developing a grammar checker for
Afrikaans that will attempt to address this problem. Incorrect
usage of homophones is just one of the many grammatical er-
rors that we want the grammar checker to identify and correct.
Obtaining an accurate method for Afrikaans homophone dis-
ambiguation for purposes of implementation in the grammar
checker motivated this research. This is also a first step in the
process of constructing a fully-fledged word sense disambigua-
tor and a context-sensitive spelling checker for Afrikaans.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the frequency-based approach to homophone
disambiguation and further provides detailed information about

the implementation and evaluation of the method. Section 3 fo-
cuses on an alternative decision tree-based approach. We con-
clude with a comparison of the two approaches and some direc-
tions for future work in Section 4.

2. Method 1: Frequency-Based
2.1. Background

The frequency-based approach is based on the assumption that
the existence of certain words that co-occur with homophone
words in a sentence contributes to the process of homophone
disambiguation [5]. It is for example highly unlikely that a
sentence containing the word ”lood” (lead) will also contain
the words ”win”, ”lose”, ”heads”, ”tails” and ”referee”, since
all these words refer to entities or concepts that are associated
with tossing before a sporting game. For the same reason it
is also unlikely that the word ”loot” (toss) will co-occur with
the words ”ammunition”, ”weapons”, ”poison”, ”element” etc.
This approach is also revered to as a bag-of-words approach.

2.2. Approach

The first step of this approach was to compile a list of the ho-
mophone pairs that exist in Afrikaans. This resulted in a list of
469 homophone pairs. The next step was to extract all sentences
containing homophones in our list of homophone pairs from the
Media24 Corpus [6]. For some of the homophone pairs we ex-
perienced large differences between the numbers of sentences
that were extracted for each homophone word. This can be at-
tributed to the vast differences in frequency of use of some of
the homophone words. The homophone ”dit” (this) has for ex-
ample a frequency of 577,864 in the Media24 Corpus [6], while
”dut” (nap or snooze) has a significantly lower frequency of 50.
For purposes of this research we only considered 50 homophone
pairs in total. 25 of the homophone pairs were selected where
the homophone words have more or less the same frequency,
while the remaining 25 were selected from pairs where large
differences between the frequencies of the homophone words
exist.

These extracted sentences were used to create a word list
of all the words (together with their frequency counts) that co-
occur with each of the 100 homophones (50 pairs). These word
lists are the so-called constraint words, words that are not likely
to occur with the other homophone in the pair.

All function words were removed from these word lists,
since function words have little ambiguous meaning and would
therefore not contribute to the disambiguation process. For the
same reason we also removed all named entities, abbreviations,
foreign words and words that contain spelling errors with the
aid of the ”Afrikaanse Speltoetser” [3].

The next step was to normalise the frequency counts of all
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the constraint words in the different word lists. This was calcu-
lated by dividing the frequency count of the word, by the sum of
the frequency counts of all the words in the list. The constraint
lists with the normalised frequencies form the basis of our im-
plementation of the frequency-based disambiguation algorithm.

2.3. Process

The process of homophone disambiguation with the frequency
based approach starts with a document that needs to be checked
for homophones that have been used in the wrong context. The
document is firstly sentencised and the process continues on a
per-sentence basis. The sentence is then checked to determine
if it contains a homophone word. If it does not, the process con-
tinues with the next sentence. If a sentence does contain a ho-
mophone, the sentence is passed to the summation module. The
summation module compares the words in the sentence with the
constraint words of the involved homophone. The normalised
frequency value of all the constraint words that are found in the
sentence is summed. If the value of the sum is above a certain
threshold value, the homophone is flagged and the other homo-
phone in the pair is suggested. The process ends when all the
sentences in the document have been checked. Figure 1 shows
a flow diagram of the entire process.

2.4. Evaluation

The evaluation of both methods was performed on a separate
evaluation set from the test set, originating from the PUKPro-
tea Corpus. The evaluation data was created by extracting sen-
tences containing the 50 homophone pairs. 25 of these pairs
had similar amounts of data and 25 showed large differences, as
discussed in Section 2.2. The results for these two groups are
given separately in Table 1 and 2 to indicate the influence of the
amount of data collected on the different metrics.

The evaluation data consisted of 150 sentences containing
homophone words that were used in the correct context and 150
sentences containing homophone words that were incorrectly
used. These sentences were created artificially to contain either
the correct or incorrect homophone. The reason for evaluating
with data containing no errors is that we are (for purposes of the
grammar checker) not only interested in detecting homophone
errors, we also want to make sure that we do not flag correct
words as incorrect. Table 1 indicates the results obtained with
the frequency-based approach.

Table 1: Results obtained with Method 1.
Recall Precsion F-Score

Equal 0.355 0.862 0.503
Unequal 0.205 0.914 0.335
Average 0.28 0.888 0.419

Table 1 indicates that Method 1 has a relatively low recall
figure, but high precision. The system performs better on homo-
phone pairs that have equal frequencies in the Media24 Corpus
[6]. The low recall figures are not ideal for implementation in a
grammar checker.

The threshold value can however be adjusted to improve
the recall figure, but this will be at the expense of precision. We
decided against adjusting the threshold value for increased re-
call, since we believe that in the context of a grammar checker
it is better to flag a low number of errors (low recall) with high
precision. The disappointing results obtained with Method 1

Figure 1: Flow Diagram of Method 1.

prompted us to consider alternative methods for homophone
disambiguation. Method 1 thus serves as benchmark for all fu-
ture work on the subject in Afrikaans, particularly at CTexT.

3. Method 2: Desicion Tree-Based
3.1. Background

The second part of this study is based on a similar experiment by
Daelemans and Van Den Bosch - they studied the effect of part
of speech tags and word frequencies on word sense disambigua-
tion for Dutch [7]. According to their study a human makes the
choice between two homophones based on one of two criteria:
Firstly, a person explicitly learns when to use which form from
an early age. This knowledge builds in a trial and error fashion;
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a person uses whatever form comes naturally until a teacher or
parent corrects him/her. From this the person learns that certain
words are only used in restricted contexts (the basis for the first
module discussed). If a person has never encountered a certain
form, he/she reverts to the second method: using the most fre-
quent word. For most pairs of homophones, one is used much
more often than the other, as can be seen from the differences
in the frequency of use of some homophone words discussed
earlier. The most frequent form is thus considered the most pro-
totypical. According to Daelemans and Van den Bosch [7], this
second method is 98% accurate. Such a one-sided approach is
however not suitable for implementation in a grammar checker.

Using this knowledge, and the first method as baseline,
we constructed a second module an adaptation of Daelemans
and Van Den Boschs work [7], while incorporating ideas from
Wilkss earlier work in the field [8]. This method uses deci-
sion trees instead of the frequency-based method to construct a
classifier that can indicate whether or not a sentence contains a
homophone that has been used in the wrong context.

3.2. Approach

The machine learning algorithm that was used to create the
classifier is a decision tree algorithm called IGTree. IGTree
is one of the algorithms contained in the Tilburg Memory-
Based Learner (TIMBL) [9], a program that implements several
memory-based machine learning techniques and algorithms.
IGTree was chosen because of its fast speed of classification
and relative high accuracy. We decided to construct a separate
decision tree for each homophone pair, since we want to prevent
the construction of large, complicated decision trees that slows
down the classification process.

The high precision obtained by Method 1 proved that the
context words are indeed a good indicator of the meaning and
usage of a homophone. The features in the training data consist
of five context words to the left of the homophone, and five to
the right. In an attempt to improve the low recall of Method
1, we decided to add part-of-speech tags to this experiment.
Daelemans and Van den Bosch [7] also obtained very good re-
sults with the use of part-of-speech tags, since they obtained a
5% increase in accuracy. The TnT Tagger [10] was used for this
part of the experiment, with a tag set developed for Afrikaans
at CTexT [11]. The purpose of the classifier is to classify a sen-
tence by explicitly indicating the correct homophone word.

A flow diagram of the resulting module is shown in Figure
2. The process once again starts with a document that needs to
be checked for homophones that have been used in the wrong
context. The document is also sentencised and the process con-
tinues on a per-sentence basis. The sentence is then checked to
determine if it contains a homophone word. If the sentence does
contain a homophone, it is tagged and then windowed. This step
is necessary to ensure that the sentence conforms to the format
of the training data. The windowed sentence is then classified.
If the awarded class is the same as the original homophone,
the process continues with the next sentence. If the awarded
class does not match the original homophone, the homophone
is flagged and the other homophone in the pair is suggested.

3.3. Process

The steps for compilation of this second module are as follows:

1. Compile a list of homophones to be used (in this case,
50 pairs were selected manually for their usage in
Afrikaans, and the amount of data available).

Figure 2: Flow Diagram of Method 2.

2. Extract sentences containing these homophones. The
sentences are then tokenised for the next step.

3. Add POS-tags to all words in the sentence.
4. Add all components to each other and window the input
for IGTree. A line will then contain 10 context words
and their tags. If there are not enough words to either
side of the homophone, empty features were added so
that each instance held 20 features.

5. Train the trees with IGTree in TiMBL (no special
weights or other parameters were added or adjusted).

6. Evaluate the module using TiMBL and data extracted
from the PUKProtea Corpus in the same way as the train-
ing data.

7. Calculate the recall, precision and F-score for each tree
separately, as well as a mean for the entire set.

3.4. Evaluation

Table 2 displays the results obtained with Method 2 by using
the same evaluation data as Method 1:
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Table 2: Results obtained with Method 2.
Recall Precsion F-Score

Equal 0.724 0.753 0.738
Unequal 0.608 0.757 0.674
Average 0.665 0.755 0.708

The above results were derived from a very limited amount
of training data. For some pairs as little as 500 kb of data could
be extracted from the Media24 Corpus [5].

For a number of pairs, a recall and precision figure of 100%
was obtained. This was very often the case for pairs with rel-
atively large data sets for both words in the pair and very di-
verse meanings (e.g. ”buur” (neighbour) vs. ”bier” (alcoholic
drink). From Table 2 it is also clear that the precision stayed
roughly the same for equal or unequal amounts of data. It is
only in recall that the module suffers. This can be adjusted by
adding more data for the scarcer form. Another interesting phe-
nomenon is that the decision tree chose the more frequent form
rather than the other in ambiguous cases, just as a human would.
This happened in all of the relevant instances.

4. Conclusion
A comparison of the results of the two methods shows that the
second method obtains a higher overall recall figure than the
frequency-based method. The higher recall can be attributed
to the use of part-of-speech tags. Unfortunately, the decision
tree-based methods obtains lower precision than that of the first
method. This lower precision figure currently makes the de-
cision tree-based approach unsuitable for implementation in a
grammar checker for Afrikaans. Such a low precision figure
will result in a large number of false positive classifications that
might be very frustrating to the user of the grammar checker.

Our future work will however focus on improving the preci-
sion of the decision tree-based approach, since we believe that
this approach is more likely to deliver better results than the
frequency-based approach. It is a well-known fact that deci-
sion tree-based algorithms like IGTree, require large amounts of
training data. This was also evident from the very good results
obtained with the decision tree-based approach for the homo-
phone pairs where both homophone words had high frequencies
in the Media24 Corpus [6]. We should therefore try to increase
the training data of the homophones with a low frequency. This
can be done by using larger corpora for the extraction of the
training data. Another possible solution might be to use a web
crawler to automatically obtain more corpora from the web.

Another option that might also have a positive effect on the
precision of the decision tree-based approach is to add more ad-
ditional information than only part-of-speech tags to the train-
ing data. An example of such information that can be included
is the lemmas of the context words. Improving the accuracy of
the part-of-speech tagger may also improve the accuracy of the
classifier.
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